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STAGE DAY
DATE

TOWN
START

TOWN
FINISH

MOTORCYCLE / QUAD BIKE 
RACE KM CAR RACE KM TRUCK RACE KM

Road 
Section SS Total Road 

Section SS Total Road 
Section SS Total

- S 01/4 ROSARIO START PODIUM

1 S 01/5 Rosario San Luis 629 180 809 629 180 809 629 180 809

2 M 01/6 San Luis San Rafael 365 359 724 365 433 798 365 400 765

3 T 01/7 San Rafael San Juan 292 373 665 295 301 596 295 301 596

4 W 01/8 San Juan Chilecito 210 353 563 211 657 868 211 657 868

5 T 01/9 Chilecito Tucumán 384 527 911 384 527 911 384 527 911

6 F 01/10 Tucumán Salta 64 400 464 270 424 694 394 156 550

- S 01/11 SALTA REST DAY

7 S 01/12 Salta Salta/Uyuni 373 409 782 230 533 763 230 525 755

8 M 01/13 Salta/Uyuni Calama 230 462 692 510 302 812 510 302 812

9 T 01/14 Calama Iquique 29 422 451 29 422 451 29 422 451

10 W 01/15 Iquique Antofagasta 58 631 689 58 631 689 58 631 689

11 T 01/16 Antofagasta El Salvador 144 605 749 144 605 749 144 605 749

12 F 01/17 El Salvador La Serena 349 350 699 349 350 699 349 350 699

13 S 01/18 La Serena Valparaíso 378 157 535 378 157 535 378 157 535

- S 01/18 VALPARAíSO FINISH PODIUM

TOTAL 3 506 5 228 8 734 3 852 5 522 9 374 3 976 5 212 9 188

Key:
Road Section: a route that mostly follows the road network which the competitors must take to reach the start of the 
special stage, or the bivouac once the special has been completed.

SS: Selective Section, also known as a “special”. This is the portion of the stage during which the vehicles enrolled in 
the race are timed.
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ThE MEAnIng oF hISToRy

We are creators. The aim of the Dakar is to build bridges, to create links between those who are sensitive 

to the beauty of wide open spaces and the image of the physical and mental challenge embodied by 

the drivers and co-drivers. We have being pursuing this objective for the last 35 years with an unyielding 

determination to pass on this passion. As the final preparations get underway, the observation is always 

amazing and moving: the Dakar brings people together. We will welcome around 450 vehicles at the start 

of the rally, representing more than 50 nationalities! And if the image of the Dakar is highly significant, 

it is because it is based on important symbols which give their rightful place to history.

The 2014 edition will undoubtedly be full of meaningful allusions, beginning with our meeting place, 

Rosario, where one of the decisive stages in the creation of Argentina took place. It was also the birth-

place of Che Guevara, a pioneer of the Dakar in his own way, since his commitment to social change 

developed when he crossed America behind the handlebars of a Morton 500 motorcycle! The visit to 

Bolivia should be perceived as a message addressed to the entire continent, since its founder Simon 

Bolivar was also the liberator of a great number of neighbouring countries. In the heart of this visit, the 

motorcyclists will savour a driving experience “between heaven and earth” at Salar de Uyuni, the largest 

salt flat in the world, highlighting the Dakar’s ability to surprise us and to perpetuate the dream imagined 

by Thierry Sabine. At the end of their journey, those who have tamed the Atacama Desert in particular 

will experience the joy and emotion of the finish in Valparaiso, which was historically another capital 

for travellers…

Étienne Lavigne
Director of the Dakar
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ThE DAKAR’S VALUES
The Dakar Rally is a supreme human exploit whose history has been written in the heart of some of the 
world’s most stunning deserts and belongs to the world of the greatest sporting challenges of our time. 
Both a motor race and an orienteering challenge, the Dakar Rally pits some of the world’s greatest off-
road drivers against amateur competitors, for whom the race is often the culmination of their dreams 
and who come to take up the challenge with their motorcycles, quad bikes, cars and trucks. Participants 
of more than fifty nationalities come together every year for this race where competition and help go 
hand in hand, which is watched on television by over a billion viewers in 190 countries.

A first-rate sports competition
More than just a simple question of racing and speed, the Dakar requires off-piste navigational skills and 
consistency. In off-road races, endurance prevails and the slightest mistake costs dearly. This combination of 
physical toughness and technical performance has attracted champions from different horizons for thirty five 
years who are all keen to measure themselves against each other and tackle this outstanding event.

A human adventure
Like the mountains or the oceans, the wide open spaces inspire “the adventurers”. Entering the Dakar is, in a 
certain way, like climbing Everest, sailing round the globe or rowing round the world. The places on the final 
podium represent an exceptional challenge, sometimes that of a lifetime.

Apart from the standings, all the competitors are motivated by this resolute desire, an almost crazy dream. 
Whether they are motorcyclists, car drivers or truckers, or quad riders, they all share this ambition, a feeling 
that brings them together. The tradition of solidarity, a principle which is one of the pillars of the “Dakar Spirit”, 
stems from this shared passion: despite the linguistic barriers, on this level the competitors all speak the 
same language.

An international event
Founded in Africa, where it built up its legend, the Dakar is by nature attracted to the unknown. The Sahara 
fascinated competitors for almost thirty years, but now the Dakar is exploring another continent, South America, 
with an unfailing will to surprise. Having become an international event, which gathers together men and 
women of 50 different nationalities, the Dakar draws on a thirst for interaction and the open-mindedness of its 
competitors, who all crave to explore the deserts of the world and to push themselves to the limit.
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CALEnDAR… KEy DATES
For many of the competitors the first important stage of the Dakar will not be in Rosario, on the banks 
of the River Parana, but on the shores of the Atlantic Ocean, at the port of Le Havre.
The countdown has begun and it will be in Rosario that all the competitors will come together for the 
administrative and technical formalities before the protocol ceremony on the podium on 4th January.

21st and 22nd November: the port of Le Havre
Technical pre-checks and loading of the Europeans’ vehicles.
Almost 700 vehicles (all categories included), will set sail for a 21-day crossing.

End of December: Port Euroamerica
The arrival of the Dakar!
It will be at this port’s Maripasa Terminal, with which the competitors of the South American Dakar were unfa-
miliar until now, that the vehicles which have come from Le Havre will be recovered.

2nd, 3rd and the morning of 4th January: “Rosario City Centre”
The administrative checks for all the competitors will take place above a renowned casino. Nearby the race 
and assistance vehicles will be gone over with a fine-tooth comb as part of the technical checks. The South-
American competitors will be the first to turn up on the morning of 2nd January.

4th January: The National Flag Memorial
It will be in the very place where the Argentinean flag was first hoisted in 1812 by General Manuel Belgrano that 
the competitors will be greeted by the Rosarians and fans from around the world during the podium ceremony 
which will start at 3.30 pm.
The Argentinean colours will fly above the podium from the top of the 70-metre high monument.

5th January: Rosario-San Luis
First stage of the race, first thrills… the Dakar has well and truly begun.

11th January: Bivouac in Salta
A well-earned rest day for the entire group, the day before a historical first: two races (cars/trucks and
motorcycles/quads) at the same time in two countries.

18th January: Finish in Valparaiso
A colourful finish, followed by the podium ceremony, in a city which is a listed UNESCO World Heritage site, 
after the final stage which will set off from La Serena.
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ThE 2014 DAKAR: MADE To MEASURE!
Separate routes: covering more than 40% of the distance
For many years, the Dakar organisers have endeavoured to adapt the race route to South America’s open terrain, 
enabling all categories of vehicle to explore the routes which are best suited to them. For the 2014 edition, 
five special stages have been marked out on completely separate routes, with motorcycles and quad 
bikes on one hand and cars and trucks on the other. Overall, the ‘separation’ includes around 2,000 kilometres 
of timed sections, covering more than 40% of the distance.

In sporting terms, this has the double advantage of taking motorcycle and quad riders onto more technical 
and narrower tracks during some stages, while enabling the leaders of the car race to ‘hit the trail’ without 
using the tracks left by the two-wheelers.

This is also a decisive advantage in terms of safety, as separating the routes eliminates all situations requiring 
careful overtaking. The benefit is even greater given that the stages in question are essentially in the first part 
of the rally, when there are many vehicles on the track. 

Motorcycles-quad bikes: two marathon stages
On two occasions, riders in the motorcycle and quad bike categories will embark upon marathon stages, 
extending over two days. With overnight accommodation in a bivouac reserved exclusively for them, the riders 
will not have the back-up of their assistance teams, and will have to rely on help from other competitors to 
make any adjustments to their vehicles. In this context, team strategies are crucial and the management of 
equipment is decisive, particularly in terms of wear and tear on tyres.

In total, the two marathon stages will represent 2,702km (1,228km between San Rafael and Chilecito plus 1,474km 
between Salta and Calama), including a special stage of 1,590km (726 km and 864 km).
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2014 RoUTE: LongER, hIghER AnD ToUghER!
The fundamental principle for all the Dakar’s competitors to bear in mind is going the distance. And this 
year, the philosophy of extreme endurance will be particularly respected and developed with a total 
distance in the special stages which has not been covered for almost ten years. Every kind of driving 
will required to complete almost 5,000 kilometres: the variety of terrains will sometimes be an advan-
tage for outsiders.

David Castera, Sports Director of the Dakar: “We know that cumulative fatigue is one of the most complex 
elements to master on the Dakar. With an average of 50 additional kilometres to cover each day compared to 
last year, we have increased the degree of difficulty by one or two levels: this extra distance will affect everyone! 
For motorcycle and quad bikes, there will also be two marathon stages, which will oblige their riders to pace 
themselves and take good care of their vehicles. This is the essence of off-road races.”

ARGENTINA
Population: 40.6 million inhabitants
Surface area: 2, 766, 890 sq. km
Capital: Buenos Aires
Currency: Argentinean peso
Motto: In Unity and Freedom
The leading lights of Argentinean sport: Diego Maradona, Lionel Messi (football), Guillermo Vilas, Gabriela 
Sabatini, Juan Martín Del Potro (tennis), Manu Ginobili (basketball), Juan Manuel Fangio (motor racing), Angel 
Cabrera (golf), Carlos Monzon (boxing), Hugo Porta (rugby)

The Argentineans have experienced great moments of happiness with the drivers who have represented them 
in the rally. In recent years, their flag bearers have proved their ability to succeed in almost every category. 
In January, Orlando Terranova followed in the footsteps of Lucio Alvarez by also finishing in 5th place in the final 
over standings, with a victory in the special stage into the bargain. In the motorcycle category, Javier Pizzolito 
also lived up to expectations by finishing in the Top 10. And in particular, the Patronelli field day continued with 
the victory of Marcos, who won his second quad title, bringing the family’s number of trophies to four, following 
that of his brother Alejandro the year before.

Sunday 5th January • Stage 1 • Rosario - San Luis
Liaison sections: 629 km • Special stage: 180 km

Establishing their position
The competitors will wake up early to set off along the road in the region of Cordoba and start the race on 
some narrow tracks which will require the utmost vigilance. Each one will still be very fresh allowing them to 
tackle the stony sections or the blind jumps serenely. The competitors’ driving skills will be rewarded at the finish, 
where they will have already clocked up 800 kilometres. Although the gaps will not be significant at this stage 
of the race, it is nevertheless important to maintain their position in the part of the standings that they are 
aiming for!
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Monday 6th January • Stage 2 • San Luis - San Rafael
Motorcycles-Quads • Liaison sections: 365 km • Special stage: 359 km 
Cars • Liaison sections: 365 km • Special stage: 433 km 
Trucks • Liaison sections: 365 km • Special stage: 400 km

Grey dunes go hand in hand with surprises!
The fastest special stage of the rally, at least for its first part, will also be the one where drivers will have to face the first 
dunes. And it won’t just be a brief encounter with sand: in the last 100 kilometres, the exploration of the grey dunes 
of Nihuil will be even more intensive than during previous visits. The sand is more firm there, but the experience 
will provide a great deal of insight about each of the competitors’ technical skills. In short it will be a veritable test.

Tuesday 7th January • Stage 3 • San Rafael - San Juan
Motorcycles-Quads • Liaison sections: 292 km • Special stage: 373 km 
Cars-Trucks • Liaison sections: 295 km • Special stage: 301 km

The Aconcagua as a landmark
The competitors of the 2014 Dakar will experience their first taste of the mountains by passing through the Pre-Andes. 
The Aconcagua Volcano stands 6,962m high and will observe the progress of the vehicles, of which a part 
will rehearse their high mountain driving techniques. The motorcyclists will climb up 4,300 metres during 
their special stage, on a ridgeline where they will have the impression of towering over the whole of America! 
The descent will bring them back to the tough reality of the drivers of the Dakar, as they will only have finished 
the first part of this marathon stage. They will have to ensure the mechanics for their own vehicles at the iso-
lated bivouac which has been set up for them.

Wednesday 8th January • Stage 4 • San Juan - Chilecito
Motorcycles-Quads • Liaison sections: 210 km • Special stage: 353 km 
Cars-Trucks • Liaison sections: 211 km • Special stage: 657 km

Mountains and countryside
The strategy of the motorcyclists will come into play: initially their navigational skills will be seriously tested at 
the beginning of the morning, and then they will be faced with the problem of worn tyres, as they have already 
been over-used the day before. As for the drivers of cars, they will have an even more demanding route to 
tackle in the countryside. The Dakar’s competitors haven’t faced a special stage this long since the historical 
one from Zouerat to Tichit in 2005! They will have to cross rivers, descend the canyons in a Wild West setting 
and beware of the other participants: as these terrains are often wide open, it will be entirely possible to over-
take fellow competitors.

Thursday 9th January • Stage 5 • Chilecito - Tucuman
Liaison sections: 384 km • Special stage: 527 km

A sleepless night in Tucuman!
After two race days with completely separate routes, everyone will gather together to tackle the longest stage 
of the rally. They will need to be extremely resistant to overcome these two sections of the special stage which 
will primarily feature sand. All day long the competitors will make headway on off-piste sections: those who have 
poorly assessed the limits of their engine will constantly be on the verge of overheating and all the more so, as 
the region’s temperatures are generally very high. At the bivouac in Tucuman, the candidates for the podium 
will have been whittled down to a select few, as many of them will no longer be a part of this elite group. For 
many others, their timing and mechanical mishaps will only become apparent in the middle of the night.
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Friday 10th January • Stage 6 • Tucuman - Salta
Motorcycles-Quads • Liaison sections: 64 km • Special stage: 400 km 
Cars • Liaison sections: 270 km • Special stage: 424 km 
Trucks • Liaison sections: 394 km • Special stage: 156 km

The quest for the best time
Once they have left Tucuman, the cars will head north and drive along part of the renowned Ruta 40, 
and continue on in the heart of one of Argentina’s most beautiful landscapes. The possibilities to widen the gap will be 
limited but the most skilled drivers may be able to seize the opportunity of adding a stage to their list of wins. A new 
trip to the mountains will take motorcyclists to the banks of the rivers. They will have to remain vigilant until the very end 
of the stage as the region is frequented to a great extent by animals of all sizes. Then they will finally be able to rest.

Saturday 11th January • Rest day • Salta
Reaching the rest day represents a major intermediary goal on the Dakar. Some of the rally’s newcomers, who are 
conscious of how tough the challenge is, may even regard this as a tiny victory. So the drivers and teams will 
be welcomed with the honours of a halfway podium at the bivouac in Salta, where a first celebration has been 
organised for them. Thousands of spectators are expected to come and discover the Dakar Village, as they 
did in Tucuman last year, where they will have the opportunity to immerse themselves in the world of the rally, 
take advantage of the great variety of entertainment and activities on offer and meet the race’s key figures. 
It will also allow the competitors to boost their motivation levels and recharge their batteries.

BOLIVIA
Population: 10.5 million inhabitants
Surface area: 1, 098, 581 Sq. km
Capitals: La Paz/Sucre
Currency: Boliviano
Motto: United we stand

Surrounded by giants, Bolivia has played a singular role in South America’s history. The continent was influenced 
by the actions of the country’s first president, Simón Bolivar. But above Bolivia has become a major tourist 
destination due to its geographical features. Visitors are particularly attracted by the mysterious atmosphere 
of Salar de Uyuni, the largest salt flat in the world. And some of the riders of the Dakar are also going to disco-
ver this wonder. For the occasion and for the first time in its history, the rally will accomplish the feat of being 
present in two countries at the same time!

Sunday 12th January • Stage 7 Cars-Trucks • Salta - Salta
Cars • Liaison sections: 230 km • Special stage: 533 km 
Trucks • Liaison sections: 230 km • Special stage: 525 km

The all-inclusive loop
This mega loop with a 500-km long special stage on the agenda will test the teams’ ability to adapt to changes 
of pace. After stony terrains at the beginning of the day, some top speeds will be recorded in the second 
part of the stage, and then the drivers’ road techniques will be tested, and all of this at an average altitude of 
almost 3,500m. To end this highly emotional day, they will have to cross a vast salt flat extending over twenty 
or so kilometres: a straight stretch which will make the competitors’ heads spin.
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Sunday 12th January • Stage 7 Motorcycles-Quads • Salta - Uyuni
Liaison sections: 373 km • Special stage: 409 km

Before the salt flat, the maze of tracks
The second marathon stage will begin for the riders of motorcycles and quad bikes, who will be savouring the 
first visit of the Dakar to Bolivia. When they enter the country the riders will experience a visual shock and will also 
be perturbed by the maze of tracks through which they will have to navigate. In these steep mountainous areas, 
the beauty of the setting and the variety of colours will not make the task ahead any easier. The few villages 
which will be idly crossed will, on the other hand, provide them with perfect waypoints. To reward their diligence, 
they will be able to head for the bivouac in Uyuni, set up on the edge of the salt flat… at an altitude of 3,600m!

CHILE
Population: 16.7 million inhabitants
Surface area: 756, 950 sq. km
Capital: Santiago de Chile
Currency: Chilean peso
Motto: By reason or by force
The leading lights of Chilean sport: Marcelo Salas, Ivan Zamorano (football), Fernando Gonzalez, Nicola Massu, 
Marcelo Rios (tennis), “Chaleco” Lopez (motorcycling)

From the Atacama Desert, renowned for being the most arid in the world, to the Andes Cordillera, the Dakar’s drivers 
and teams have experienced the extensive variety of landscapes which Chile has to offer for the past five years. As 
for sport, the Chileans have become used to seeing the rally through the eyes of their favourite driver, Francisco 
Lopez, winner of ten stages since the Dakar has taken place in his country. In 2013, Chaleco struggled for the 2nd 
place until the last day before losing it due to a twist of fate, but he managed to savour the pleasure of getting on 
the 3rd step of the podium in Santiago, in front of the Palacio de La Moneda. His many supporters can definitely rely 
on him to aim for victory in Valparaiso. They will also be keeping an eye on the young quad rider Ignacio Casale, 
who is also capable of a brilliant performance, having finished in 2nd place behind Marcos Patronelli in January.

Monday 13th January • Stage 8 Cars-Trucks • Salta - Calama
Liaison sections: 510 km • Special stage: 302 km

Entering Chile
Today the competitors will cross the Andes Cordillera, to begin the Chilean part of the rally. A special transition stage 
has been marked out there for the last day that cars will progress without overtaking motorcycles and quad bikes. 
The timed section of the day will be accessible to skilled drivers who are at ease on fast tracks in a closed environment. 
Drivers are advised to pay attention to their position from the outset to limit the number of overtaking manoeuvres, even 
though the strict standards regarding the use of the Sentinel system will be carefully monitored at the end of the day.

Monday 13th January • Stage 8 Motorcycles-Quads • Uyuni - Calama
Liaison sections: 230 km • Special stage: 462 km

Uyuni: a vision of white
The Salar de Uyuni is quite simply the biggest salt flat in the world! And the motorcyclists will be able to realise 
this, since they will have to go right round this gigantic stretch during the eighth stage of the rally. The route will 
be marked out around and across the salt flat, a marvel stretching over more than 400 kilometres, and will also 
pass by several islands which make this site so exceptional. The stature of the Tunupa Volcano (5,300m in altitude) 
will be a permanent feature on the landscape. An amazing daydream vision between heaven and earth on a 
white backdrop may be apparent, weather permitting!
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Tuesday 14th January • Stage 9 • Calama - Iquique
Liaison sections: 29 km • Special stage: 422 km

A steep drop: thrills guaranteed
The 2014 Dakar will reach its most northern point in Iquique, where the competitors will see the ocean for the 
first time this year. Above all, the drivers and teams will discover the Atacama Dunes again after a first part of a 
special stage which will be rather tedious. Dune specialists will be in command over a distance of almost 150km. 
Thrills will be guaranteed at the very end of the day, on the last three kilometres of the descent to Iquique: there 
is more than a 30% difference in height from start to finish and it is almost not recommended to break. The law 
of gravitation takes on its full meaning: the bivouac is not far away!

Wednesday 15th January • Stage 10 • Iquique - Antofagasta
Liaison sections: 58 km • Special stage: 631 km

It wouldn’t be the Dakar without fesh fesh!
The special stage, split into two sections with very different features, will begin with the descent towards the shores 
of the Pacific. The advance gained in the stage the day before may will be increased in the sand during the first two 
hundred kilometres. Even more skill will be required to tackle the sections of fesh-fesh in the second part of the stage. 
Once this difficult area is behind the drivers, they will all be delighted to twist and wind along the region’s mine tracks, 
and in particular to be welcomed by the majestic arch of La Portuda, a stone’s throw from the bivouac in Antofagasta.

Thursday 16th January • Stage 11 • Antofagasta - El Salvador
Liaison sections: 144 km • Special stage: 605 km

The Atacama, in all its splendour
In addition to the distance, here the competitors will be put to the test by all the difficulties offered by the Atacama Desert… 
and will have to display all the qualities required for off-road races. After the mine tracks and the many rivers to cross, 
the competitors will have to distinguish themselves in the heart of the Dunes of Copiapo: the fastest motorcyclists are 
expected to spend seven hours behind the wheel. Needless to say that on this decisive day there will be no shortage 
of opportunities for competitors to make a winning comeback in the race. This will be the key stage of the 2014 edition.

Friday 17th January • Stage 12 • El Salvador - La Serena
Liaison sections: 349 km • Special stage: 350 km

Dunes: the last ditch attempt
The site chosen in El Salvador at high altitude towers over the usual location of the bivouac in Copiapo. This position 
will ensure that the Camanchaca, the morning mist which sometimes hinders the start of the stages, will be avoided. 
Sand will be featured on the route again, in particular with a big string of dunes to be overcome at the end of the 
special stage. And if there are dunes, this automatically means that vehicles will be blocked in the sand! Therefore, 
in the categories where competitors are neck and neck, the leaders may put themselves at risk.

Saturday 18th January • Stage 13 • La Serena - Valparaiso
Liaison sections: 378 km • Special stage: 157 km

Watch out for the needles
Before admiring the hillsides brought to life by the houses in Valparaiso, the competitors will have to climb the hills 
planted with cacti during the rally’s last special stage. The pride and joy of crossing the finish line is drawing closer, 
but the statistics are formal: every year one or several drivers come unstuck during this final exercise so prudence is 
required! Even this close to the finish, vigilance is the competitors’ best ally to ensure their presence on the final podium.
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EnVIRonMEnT AnD hERITAgE
A unique example
The Dakar offsets all of its direct carbon emissions
The rally will continue to offset all of its direct carbon emissions, (reconnaissance trips, competitors, logistics, etc.), 
as it has done for the last 5 years, which represents a total of 15, 500 t.eq. CO2.

The Madre de Dios* project
An environmental and societal success and an international benchmark
The Dakar has offset all of its direct emissions through the support it provides for the “Madre de Dios” societal 
and environmental project, totalling US$ 460,000, since the 2011 edition. Through the different actions it has 
carried out to fight against the deforestation of the Peruvian part of the Amazon region, the “Madre de Dios” 
project has been able to save almost 120, 000 hectares of forest which would have been destroyed over the 
course of the next ten years.
*www.madrededios.com

A jointly devised route
In preparing its route, the Dakar has always devoted particular attention to preserving archaeological and 
paleontological sites considered as sensitive. To ensure the coherence of the route, close collaboration is 
necessary between the rally’s organisers and the Argentinean, Bolivian and Chilean authorities.
In Argentina, the Ministry for the Environment and the services of each province hosting the rally are consulted. 
In Bolivia, the Ministry of Culture and Environment has reviewed and approved all the routes suggested by 
the organisation and in Chile, the main contacts will be the CMN (Consejo de Monumentos Nacionales – the 
Council for National Monuments), the MMA (Ministerio Medio Ambiante – the Ministery for the Environment) 
and regional bodies.

Cleaning and waste sorting
•  An assessment is carried after each bivouac: it is performed in agreement with the governmental 

authorities present.

•  Waste sorting is set up at the bivouacs (60 tonnes of plastic, aluminium, paper, glass, etc.).

•  Authorized companies process specific types of waste (5,000 litres of used oil and 29 tonnes of waste 
such as tyres, rags, batteries, etc.).

•  Each of the competitors signs an environmental charter.
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SoLIDARITy
Un Techo
With «Un Techo», the rally’s action is focused on emergency housing. For the fifth year in a row, the Dakar has 
provided its support to this charity which implements wide-ranging initiatives. Here are the key points of the 
rally’s contribution:

•  740,000 dollars in 5 years

•  300 emergency houses built thanks to these donations

•  Social reintegration projects set up for families benefitting from such aid (literacy development structures, 
computer equipment, etc.)

•  Competitors and sponsors joining in and supporting “Un Techo”, following in the footsteps of the organisers.

Actions Dakar
Since 2002, A.S.O. and SOS Sahel have worked together to implement and develop the Actions Dakar pro-
gramme, which seeks to promote the development of good environmental practices (savings in firewood, 
innovative irrigation systems, micro-cropping, the optimisation of waste collection methods, etc.). The projects 
are set up and monitored in cooperation with committees of villagers involved in every step of their accom-
plishment. Apart from several initiatives in Mauritania and Mali, the aid has been focused on the region of 
Louga, in Eastern Senegal.

Its main achievements are as follows:

•  More than 700,000 euros have been devoted by A.S.O. to Actions Dakar since the start of the project.

•  163 micro-projects have been set up (from € 2,000 to € 5,000 per project, in order to enable small-scale 
coordination by committees of villagers).

•  331,000 people have directly benefited from the improvement in hygiene conditions and in particular pro-
gress in combating desertification.
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SAFETy: A pRIoRITy
The safety of the public and the competitors is a priority for the organisation. The immense popular 
success of the Dakar and the nature of the terrain on which it takes place have been taken into account 
when defining safety procedures. A huge communication campaign for the public is therefore set up 
every year.

PCO
The control tower of the rally, the PCO is operational 24 hours a day. 35 people watch the race there and 
respond instantly to the slightest incident.

Representatives of the local authorities are constantly present at the bivouac and are able to call upon the 
necessary emergency services.

An ultra-mobile medical service has the following at its disposal:

•  up to five air ambulances and sixteen medical vehicles,

•  a field hospital, which will be manned by approximately thirty doctors and equipped with cutting edge 
emergency equipment. For serious injuries, air lifts to hospitals can always be performed within a very rapid 
response time.

Prevention: “spectator” zones
Around 60 secure zones will be set up along the route so that the spectators can come and admire the skills 
of the competitors safely.

•  5 of the organisation’s vehicles will be positioned in these spectator zones every day.

•  30 people from the Argentinean National Security Agency will patrol these zones in 15 specific vehicles and 
supervise the public’s behaviour.

•  22,000 men will be present throughout the whole race.

A safety charter
•  Respecting the driving rules in force in the countries crossed is an absolute necessity.

•  The competitors, the assistance services, the media and generally any person driving a vehicle who is 
accredited by the organisation must make a personal commitment and sign a charter when the vehicles 
are verified.

•  The data in the GPS speed data are regularly transferred and controlled by a wireless link system, once the 
vehicle has reached the clocking-in point at the finish of the liaison section which completes the day’s 
stage.

•  Speed checks will also be carried out by the representatives of the Argentinean, Chilean and Bolivian 
police, who have been asked to be particularly strict when the rally passes by.
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2013 DAKAR: KEy FIgURES
A popular success
4.6 million spectators (Argentina: 1.5 million; Chile: 1.3 million; Peru: 1.8 million).

Economic fallout and reputation
“The Dakar has been the biggest tourist promotion campaign in Argentina’s history” said Enrique Meyer, Secretary 
of State for Tourism in Argentina during the first edition of the Dakar in South America in 2009.
415 million dollars is the estimated direct and indirect economic impact of the 2013 Dakar in the three countries.

Worldwide media coverage
•  190 countries broadcast images of the 2013 Dakar.

•  1 billion viewers.

•  395 million dollars is the estimated worth of the rally’s television coverage, taking into account the broad-
cast times of programmes and news topics, the viewers of different channels and the prices charged by 
their advertising networks.

•  70 channels broadcast images of the rally in 190 countries. 

•  20 international television channels sent film crews onsite to produce specific images.

•  150 different media covered the entire rally.

2.0 success
•  This year 7.8 million unique visitors (including 3.6 million during the rally) have consulted the Dakar’s web-

site available in 3 languages (Spanish, English and French).

•  5 million videos have been viewed.

•  810, 000 fans are brought together on the rally’s official Facebook page.

•  100, 000 followers have signed up for the Dakar’s Twitter account.
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DAKAR SERIES/DAKAR ChALLEngE:
A yEAR-Long ADVEnTURE
Although the Dakar remains the highlight of the off-road race season and for some a lifelong 
quest, races with the Dakar label provide competitors and to fans from around the world with 
regular events, a training ground for the Dakar Series and a hotbed of budding talent for the 
Dakar Challenge, with many races for adventure aficionados.

Dakar Series
Since 2008, the Dakar Series has grouped together events which meet the organisational 
standards of the Dakar and respect the fundamental values of all-terrain rallies.
A training ground for the world’s biggest off-road rally, amateurs and professionals from around 
the globe come together there to experience the spirit of adventure, discovery and solidarity 
and above all with a strong yearning to rise to new challenges.

After the Central European Rally and the Pax Rally in 2008, the Silk Way from 2009 to 2011, and 
the Desafio Litoral in 2012, 2013 was characterized by a calendar of events organised solely 
in South America, including two races held in the countries of the Dakar: the Desafio Ruta 40 
in Argentina, and the creation in Peru of the Desafio Inca, in Pisco’s already legendary dunes.

These two events have been confirmed for 2014.

Dakar Challenge
The Dakar Challenge is based on events that are renowned worldwide and allows amateurs 
and young champions to fulfil their dream of taking part in the Dakar, as the race’s entry fees 
are offered to the most dauntless competitors.

A veritable race within the race, the Dakar Challenge will cross continents again in 2014, 
with the Australasian Safari (Australia), the 1000 Toyota Botswana Kalahari Desert Race, and a 
round in the United States will be on the agenda, in addition to entries for the Dakar which can 
be won on the Desafio Ruta 40 and the Desafio Inca. 
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France Télévisions, the historic partner of the Dakar, will set off for Latin America for the sixth year in a row!

From 5th to 18th January, France Télévisions will allow viewers to experience the most amazing images and 
the most incredible sporting moments of the 2014 Dakar, from Rosario in Argentina to Valparaíso in Chile, 
on its channels and on francetvsport.fr, with in particular three daily programmes devoted to the race on 
France 2, France 3 and France 4.

Every day live from 6.40pm
Le Dakar
Presented by Gérard Holtz and Luc Alphand

One hour of live coverage in the heart of the race, with in particular:
•  the discovery of images of the most beautiful landscapes crossed by the rally in Argentina, Bolivia 

and Chile
•  the presentations of Claire Vocquier-Ficot and Arnaud Romera from vehicles in the heart of the race, 

as well as those of Jean-François Kerckaert on board the organisation’s helicopter, to experience the 
race live and as close as possible to the competitors

•  Richard Coffin’s, Benoit Durand’s and Gaël Robic’s reports to discover the rally’s anecdotes and major 
stories and to receive feedback from the car, motorcycle and truck competitors at the bivouac.

Every day live at 8.08pm right after Tout le Sport (apart from on Saturday 11th January)
Le Journal du Dakar
Presented by Gérard Holtz

Every day during the third part of the evening (apart from on Saturday 11th and 18th January)
Bivouac
Richard Coffin, Gaël Robic and Luc Alphand will set out to meet competitors in the heart of the bivouac 
and allow us to relive the best moments of the day. These presentations will be highlighted by Franck 
Menestret’s reports with stories about the Dakar and the renowned dawdlers who experience the Dakar 
intensely.

On Sunday 5th, 12th and 19th January
Stade 2
Special features about the Dakar live from Rosario (Argentina), Uyuni (Bolivia) and Valparaiso (Chile).

The different programmes devoted to the 2014 Dakar can be watched again and again on francetvpluzz 
and on francetvsport.fr.

francetvsport.fr
Apart from the best images of the 2014 Dakar, the francetvsport.fr website will provide an abundance of information 
in real time to experience the best moments of the race and to be aware of all the results and standings. 
The Sports Editorial Staff will also offer an original perspective about the world of the Dakar, through the daily 
reviews and reports of its special correspondent Xavier Richard, Jean François Kerckaert’s blog and Luc 
Alphand’s viewpoint. The 2014 Dakar can also be experienced on social networks through the messages of 
France Télévisions’ different special correspondents.

Press contact:
Jennifer Armand • + 33 (0)1 56 22 22 90 • jennifer.armand@francetv.fr 
Fanta Traoré • +33 (0)1 56 22 50 77 • fanta.traore@francetv.fr
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Official PartnersOfficial Broadcaster

Official Suppliers

Institutional Partners

Official Supporters

Attention! Abuse of alcohol is dangerous for your health.
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